Graduate Computing Orientation
Scavenger Hunt

Quest

You and your party have been tasked with exploring Queen’s Campus, a reconnaissance mission by the Graduate Computing Society! The clues provided hint at certain locations and items that you must find around main campus. To complete each task, you must submit a photo of each riddle’s answer to the #Orientation channel in the Graduate Computing Discord. Photos MUST contain at least ONE of the group members (though we highly encourage you to all be in the photos).

Please note: if you are unable to get to the location or item you think is the answer due to access restrictions, it’s probably not the correct answer. In case a public building is unexpectedly closed, it’s fine to just take a picture in front of it. Do not try to gain access to locked off areas, and please be mindful of others who may be working in or around these locations.

Clues

1. Thank you for coming, we’re so glad that you’re here!
   The first place you must go to is certainly near
   I’m quite tall and placed where you’re sure to walk by
   At a crossroads named perfectly for CompSci

2. I’m new and I’m old, and I’m welcome to all
   If you’re a creator or maker, then you’ll have a ball
   If you’re not, well that’s fine as I’m sure you’ll pass through
   Whether its tests or coffee, we’ve got something for you

3. I’m the place you might go to see Subaru passing by
   If you see from above, then I might catch your eye!
   Unseen from the street, as for that I’m too high
   Take a picture out front, and point to the sky
4. I'm build like a dungeon and may seem quite small
   But looks can deceive as I'm 6 floors in all
   When you come visit me, you'll be under the ground
   If its numbers you need, I have math help abound!

5. I'm the place you should go if it's knowledge you seek
   I have rooms free for booking each day of the week

6. I'm lined and divided, surrounded by trees
   You can play sports nearby or just shoot the breeze
   To train or relax, here you can do both
   My last hint for you: a famous French oath

7. If you've made it to here, then I'm really quite glad
   I've got teaching and learning and Tim's to be had
   There's no time to talk, I've got labs to be lead
   If you look a bit closely, there are trees on my head

8. I once kept a great many dangers in store
   Since 1982, that's been my purpose no more
   Nowadays I'm a vault for things that are old
   My treasures are truly a sight to behold!